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MULTIPLICATION CRA PROGRESSION
Whenever we introduce a new math concept to our students, it is important that we
start with concrete materials and then connect those models with representations of
them and finally explore the concepts abstractly using numbers. Throughout the journey
of learning about multiplication, it is also important that we reinforce the place value
understanding before the algorithm is introduced. This resource is designed as a general
guide for how students can progress through the CRA progression and what we can do
within each step to help students use strategies throughout the process rather than
having them count by ones. For example, in the concrete stage it is suggested that you
use Cuisenaire Rods rather than base 10 ones cubes because the base 10 ones cubes
inadvertently keep students in the counting phase rather than encouraging strategies.
Another suggestion is within the representation phase students can draw pictures of the
ones place using subitizing patterns again so that we can help students move away from
having to count items one by one. Whenever we can connect these methods together,
the better. The goal would be that students will eventually be able to successfully use
the traditional algorithm, but will have spent significant time developing the conceptual
understanding of why the algorithm works.
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Teaching math isn’t easy and for a lot of teachers, it isn’t fun…like AT ALL!! Especially
in this era of education, there is a lot of unknowns about what and how we should be
teaching. You are NOT alone. With the implementation of new standers, assessments,
and (for some) new curriculum, teachers are feeling bogged down and yet left out on
their own to make sense of it all. Build Math Minds is here to help with that.
The Build Math Minds site has professional development videos for elementary
teachers on all topics of mathematics. You can earn PD credits from the comfort of
your home, at times that are convenient for you. Inside the BMM site, we focus on
building Content, Community, and Your Confidence.
Build Math Minds is designed to build your Content Knowledge, your Confidence in
teaching math, and give you a Community of like-minded educators that understand
what you are going through as you try to build math-thinkers, not calculators.
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